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Maths for Fun explores maths through interactive projects, experiments and fun games,
raging from the simple to the more challenging. Filled with ideas for making helpful
tools, hints and tips and even further concepts to explore, Maths for Fun puts the f
Tangram celebrates awe-inspiring expression across all creative disciplines. Each issue
features an eclectic cast of artists, tinkerers, scientists, and eccentrics who embrace the
many exciting intersections between beauty and surprise. The physical journal itself is
designed to express a philosophy of play as art. Within the pages, a curious reader can
find tactile, visual, and intellectual excitement. Tangram can spark a shift in perspectivethings begin to glimmer that never did before. The world becomes a more astonishing
place.
Based on the Chinese puzzle game, this story follows a magician as he changes into a
variety of shapes, which the reader can also create with the accompanying red foam
pieces.
Tangrams are ancient Chinese, ingenious puzzles. They are deceptively simple in
design, yet can stump even the most seasoned of puzzlers. Then, the light clicks on
and the answer suddenly seems so obvious. It's amazing that so many puzzles can be
solved with the exact same 7 shapes. The Tangram Fury Sci Fi Book has a series of
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original puzzles representing fun images of Sci Fi related characters all done up as
tangram puzzles. These include characters from such films as Star Wars, Star Trek,
Stargate, Doctor Who, Back to the Future, Batman and others. Following a brief
introduction to tangrams, the main portion of the book provides challenging or
whimsical puzzles to solve. The book is arranged to show a silhouetted puzzle, followed
by its solution. This is followed by tidbits and trivia about tangrams and some famous
people who have tinkered with tangrams over the years. (Can you solve the unsolvable
"Mad Hatter" tangram created by Lewis Carroll?) It also provides some tips and
suggestions for those with a competitive streak. The text sections of the books in this
series are essentially the same, but the heart of the book - the part that includes the
tangram puzzles - remains unique. Most of the puzzles have been designed by the
author, Doug Nufer. Go on! What are you waiting for? Give it a try! You just might get
hooked...
Tangrams are ancient Chinese, ingenious puzzles. They are deceptively simple in
design, yet can stump even the most seasoned of puzzlers. Then, the light clicks on
and the answer suddenly seems so obvious. It's amazing that so many puzzles can be
solved with the exact same 7 shapes. The Tangram Fury Numbers Book has a series
of original puzzles representing fun images of numbers, but rather fittingly, the number
tangrams make up only a small percentage of the tangrams in this book. This book
goes beyond numbers to provide perhaps the most eclectic collection of tangrams in
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this book series. They range from a centaur to a painter to a dog in a hat to a table to
very odd designs and, as the subtitle says, so much more. Following a brief introduction
to tangrams, the main portion of the book provides challenging or whimsical puzzles to
solve. The book is arranged to show a silhouetted puzzle, followed by its solution. This
is followed by tidbits and trivia about tangrams and some famous people who have
tinkered with tangrams over the years. (Can you solve the unsolvable "Mad Hatter"
tangram created by Lewis Carroll?) It also provides some tips and suggestions for
those with a competitive streak. The text sections of the books in this series are
essentially the same, but the heart of the book - the part that includes the tangram
puzzles - remains unique. Most of the puzzles have been designed by the author, Doug
Nufer. Go on! What are you waiting for? Give it a try! You just might get hooked...
Tangrams are ancient Chinese, ingenious puzzles. They are deceptively simple in
design, yet can stump even the most seasoned of puzzlers. Then, the light clicks on
and the answer suddenly seems so obvious. It's amazing that so many puzzles can be
solved with the exact same 7 shapes. The Tangram Fury Farm Book has a series of
original puzzles representing fun images of people, animals, buildings and other farm
items all done up as tangram puzzles. In this book, you'll find tangram puzzles of
critters and things one might find on a farm. These includes dogs, cats, horses, a pig,
roosters, a sneaky fox, chickens, roosters, a bull, and other critters. It also includes a
farmhouse, barn, silos, and such. Of course, there are also farmers (complete with one
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dancing in his overalls) and a sweet lady laboring over a butter churn. Following a brief
introduction to tangrams, the main portion of the book provides challenging or
whimsical puzzles to solve. The book is arranged to show a silhouetted puzzle, followed
by its solution. This is followed by tidbits and trivia about tangrams and some famous
people who have tinkered with tangrams over the years. (Can you solve the unsolvable
"Mad Hatter" tangram created by Lewis Carroll?) It also provides some tips and
suggestions for those with a competitive streak. The text sections of the books in this
series are essentially the same, but the heart of the book - the part that includes the
tangram puzzles - remains unique. Most of the puzzles have been designed by the
author, Doug Nufer. Go on! What are you waiting for? Give it a try! You just might get
hooked...
Three pigs acquire some magic shapes, which they use for various purposes, some
smart and some not so smart
Tangrams are ancient Chinese, ingenious puzzles. They are deceptively simple in
design, yet can stump even the most seasoned of puzzlers. Then, the light clicks on
and the answer suddenly seems so obvious. It's amazing that so many puzzles can be
solved with the exact same 7 shapes. The Tangram Fury Parks & Sites Book has a
series of original puzzles representing fun images of famous people, sites, or
monuments throughout the world, all done up as tangram puzzles. These include such
things as the Eiffel Tower, Denmark's Little Mermaid, the Statue of Liberty, Lindberg's
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plane the Spirit of St. Louis, an Alpine horn, the Liberty Bell, Utah's Delicate Arch, the
Sydney Opera House, the Matterhorn, Sacajawea, a Viking Helmet, and many others.
You may even find Bigfoot lurking about on the pages. Following a brief introduction to
tangrams, the main portion of the book provides challenging or whimsical puzzles to
solve. The book is arranged to show a silhouetted puzzle, followed by its solution. This
is followed by tidbits and trivia about tangrams and some famous people who have
tinkered with tangrams over the years. (Can you solve the unsolvable "Mad Hatter"
tangram created by Lewis Carroll?) It also provides some tips and suggestions for
those with a competitive streak. The text sections of the books in this series are
essentially the same, but the heart of the book - the part that includes the tangram
puzzles - remains unique. Most of the puzzles have been designed by the author, Doug
Nufer. Go on! What are you waiting for? Give it a try! You just might get hooked...
Tangrams are ancient Chinese, ingenious puzzles. They are deceptively simple in design, yet
can stump even the most seasoned of puzzlers. Then, the light clicks on and the answer
suddenly seems so obvious. It's amazing that so many puzzles can be solved with the exact
same 7 shapes. The Tangram Fury Hawaii Book has a series of original puzzles representing
fun images of many of the sites and experiences available in Hawaii, all done up as tangram
puzzles. These include such things as surfers, snorkeling, fish, boats, palm trees, shrimp,
hanging out in a hammock, and many others. Following a brief introduction to tangrams, the
main portion of the book provides challenging or whimsical puzzles to solve. The book is
arranged to show a silhouetted puzzle, followed by its solution. This is followed by tidbits and
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trivia about tangrams and some famous people who have tinkered with tangrams over the
years. (Can you solve the unsolvable "Mad Hatter" tangram created by Lewis Carroll?) It also
provides some tips and suggestions for those with a competitive streak. The text sections of
the books in this series are essentially the same, but the heart of the book - the part that
includes the tangram puzzles - remains unique. Most of the puzzles have been designed by
the author, Doug Nufer. Go on! What are you waiting for? Give it a try! You just might get
hooked...
Tangrams are ancient Chinese, ingenious puzzles. They are deceptively simple in design, yet
can stump even the most seasoned of puzzlers. Then, the light clicks on and the answer
suddenly seems so obvious. It's amazing that so many puzzles can be solved with the exact
same 7 shapes. The Tangram Fury Science Book has a series of original puzzles representing
fun, science-related images, all done up as tangram puzzles. These include such things as
scientists that are both ingenious and perhaps a bit unlucky. There are also plenty of
telescopes, microscopes, computers and such. There are even a few candles in honor of
ancient scientists. A few rockets and space objects are included for some of the discoveries
science has uncovered. Following a brief introduction to tangrams, the main portion of the book
provides challenging or whimsical puzzles to solve. The book is arranged to show a silhouetted
puzzle, followed by its solution. This is followed by tidbits and trivia about tangrams and some
famous people who have tinkered with tangrams over the years. (Can you solve the unsolvable
"Mad Hatter" tangram created by Lewis Carroll?) It also provides some tips and suggestions
for those with a competitive streak. The text sections of the books in this series are essentially
the same, but the heart of the book - the part that includes the tangram puzzles - remains
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unique. Most of the puzzles have been designed by the author, Doug Nufer. Go on! What are
you waiting for? Give it a try! You just might get hooked...
Tangrams are ancient Chinese, ingenious puzzles. They are deceptively simple in design, yet
can stump even the most seasoned of puzzlers. Then, the light clicks on and the answer
suddenly seems so obvious. It's amazing that so many puzzles can be solved with the exact
same 7 shapes. Michigan's Upper Peninsula (or UP) is a pristine land of clean, clear water,
endless dense forests, miles and miles of rivers and trails, and quirky people from the UP
known as Yoopers who have a unique take on the English language and their manner of living
life and treating strangers as welcomed friends. This book is dedicated to da Yoopers. There
are snowmobilers, skiers, campers, animals and more. If you're lucky, you might even find a
snipe from an infamous snipe hunt. Following a brief introduction to tangrams, the main portion
of the book provides challenging or whimsical puzzles to solve. The book is arranged to show
a silhouetted puzzle, followed by its solution. This is followed by tidbits and trivia about
tangrams and some famous people who have tinkered with tangrams over the years. (Can you
solve the unsolvable "Mad Hatter" tangram created by Lewis Carroll?) It also provides some
tips and suggestions for those with a competitive streak. The text sections of the books in this
series are essentially the same, but the heart of the book - the part that includes the tangram
puzzles - remains unique. Most of the puzzles have been designed by the author, Doug Nufer.
Go on! What are you waiting for? Give it a try! You just might get hooked...
A historical study on the ancient and popular Chinese puzzle game presents more than two
thousand all-time tangrams, along with detailed instructions on how to arrange these intriguing
puzzle tiles and presenting a variety of special puzzles for the reader to solve. Reprint.
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Tangrams are ancient Chinese, ingenious puzzles. They are deceptively simple in design, yet
can stump even the most seasoned of puzzlers. Then, the light clicks on and the answer
suddenly seems so obvious. It's amazing that so many puzzles can be solved with the exact
same 7 shapes. The Tangram Fury Winter Sports Book has a series of original puzzles
representing fun images of many cool winter sports, all done up as tangram puzzles. These
include such things as skiers, snowboarders, sledders, skaters, snowmobilers, fishermen, and
more. There's even a couple dedicated to the great game of football, which towards the end of
the season is often played in the snow. Following a brief introduction to tangrams, the main
portion of the book provides challenging or whimsical puzzles to solve. The book is arranged to
show a silhouetted puzzle, followed by its solution. This is followed by tidbits and trivia about
tangrams and some famous people who have tinkered with tangrams over the years. (Can you
solve the unsolvable "Mad Hatter" tangram created by Lewis Carroll?) It also provides some
tips and suggestions for those with a competitive streak. The text sections of the books in this
series are essentially the same, but the heart of the book - the part that includes the tangram
puzzles - remains unique. Most of the puzzles have been designed by the author, Doug Nufer.
Go on! What are you waiting for? Give it a try! You just might get hooked...
Introduction to alphabet through letters and objects or animals they represent shaped from
tangrams.
Looks at the shift towards sustainism as seen through a series of visual symbols designed for
use by businesses, institutions, and individuals.
The tangram's challenge lies in arranging seven geometrical pieces — a square, rhomboid, and
five triangles — into a variety of different shapes. These 700 absorbing puzzles include
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complete solutions.
Hoping to avoid punishment for breaking a beautiful tile that was his gift to a Chinese warlord,
an artist suggests that the warlord hold a contest to see if anyone can mend it.
This unit, designed for use with intermediate and junior high school students, centers on
Ancient China and contains literature selections, poetry, writing ideas, curriculum connections
to other subjects, group projects and more. The literary works included are: The ancient
chinese / by Hazel Mary Martell -- Between the dragon and the eagle / by Mical Schneider.
Written by one of the most eminent scholars in the field, Ethnographies of Reason is a unique
book in terms of the studies it presents, the perspective it develops and the research
techniques it illustrates. Using concrete case study materials throughout, Eric Livingston offers
a fundamentally different, ethnographic approach to the study of skill and reasoning. At the
same time, he addresses a much neglected topic in the literature, illustrating practical
techniques of ethnomethodological research and showing how such studies are actually
conducted. The book is a major contribution to ethnomethodology, to social science
methodology and to the study of skill and reasoning more generally.
This beautiful tangram kit includes the original fifteen-piece set along with a beautifully
illustrated instruction guide. The tangram has a very long history. In the Qing Dynasty, there
was a puzzle game whose idea derived from theBanquet Table Diagrams (Yanji Tu) of the
Song Dynasty andButterfly Table Diagrams (Dieji Tu) of the Ming Dynasty, capturing the
wisdom of the ancients. From literati to businessmen, even the royal family, they all fell in love
with this brain game, also known as the "Fifteen-Piece Tangram Puzzle." As the name
suggests, the fifteen-piece tangram puzzle consists of fifteen pieces. They are different from
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the regular seven-piece tangram puzzle in terms of shapes and number of pieces. The regular
seven-piece tangram puzzle is made up of five triangles, one square, and one parallelogram.
The fifteen-piece tangram puzzle is also dissected from a square but composed of more
shapes: four triangles, two trapezoids, one parallelogram, two L-shapes, two semi-circles, and
four arch-shapes. A wider range of shapes and pieces allows more flexibility and creates more
vivid configurations such as animals, birds, flowers, fruits, figures, objects, or even landscapes.
Every single puzzle in this tangram book is full of imagination, supplemented with poems and
phrases, which can both be a feast to the eye and delightful experience for your mind. Did you
have a difficult time to start in the beginning? Don't worry! The first chapter in this book
illustrates various geometries that can be formed by the fifteen pieces. After learning the
basics, you can then go into the advanced chapters to get the key to all the puzzles.
Grandfather tells a story about shape-changing fox fairies who try to best each other until a
hunter brings danger to both of them.
Use these hands-on activities to promote critical thinking and problem-solving skills. Every
activity helps students develop their shape recognition and spatial relationship skills. Excellent
for activity centers. Includes 16 - 8 1/2" x 11" (21.5 x 28cm) cards, double-sided and coated for
durability, and an activity sheet.
Author's name not on book. Author verified from publisher's website.
Tangrams are ancient Chinese, ingenious puzzles. They are deceptively simple in design, yet
can stump even the most seasoned of puzzlers. Then, the light clicks on and the answer
suddenly seems so obvious. It's amazing that so many puzzles can be solved with the exact
same 7 shapes. The Tangram Fury Summer Sports Book has a series of original puzzles
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representing fun images of popular sports from the sprint and summer, all done up as tangram
puzzles. These include such things as swimming and diving, track and field, gymnastics,
baseball and many others. Following a brief introduction to tangrams, the main portion of the
book provides challenging or whimsical puzzles to solve. The book is arranged to show a
silhouetted puzzle, followed by its solution. This is followed by tidbits and trivia about tangrams
and some famous people who have tinkered with tangrams over the years. (Can you solve the
unsolvable "Mad Hatter" tangram created by Lewis Carroll?) It also provides some tips and
suggestions for those with a competitive streak. The text sections of the books in this series
are essentially the same, but the heart of the book - the part that includes the tangram puzzles
- remains unique. Most of the puzzles have been designed by the author, Doug Nufer. Go on!
What are you waiting for? Give it a try! You just might get hooked...

Take the tangram challenge! Based on the best-selling Book-in-a-Box kits, the Tangram
Teasers book will challenge you to first solve the puzzle by creating the shape shown,
but then change it into the new shape in only the set number of moves indicated. Just
when you thought tangrams were easy, they got harder. But there are three levels of
difficulty and so you can start off gently, and then get more and more teased! Try the
tangram challenge. But watch out—tangrams are addictive!
Gives the history of the ancient Chinese game of tangrams and shows how to arrange
seven shapes into a variety of figures.
Take the whole family on a whirlwind tour of Chinese culture and history with this awardwinning, delightfully illustrated book complete with stories, activities, and games. This
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Chinese children's book is perfect for educators and parents wishing to teach kids
about this fascinating Asian country. Travel from the stone age through the dynasties to
the present day with songs and crafts for kids that will educate them about Chinese
language and the Chinese way of life. With All About China kids will: Discover fantastic
Chinese tales about the creation of the earth and the origin of the Moon Goddess Delve
into China's multifaceted cultural heritage, visit breathtaking sites, and learn Chinese
folk songs Take a crack at solving a tangram shape puzzle Learn about the twelve
Chinese zodiac animals Try their hand at making a traditional brush painting of a
panda, bamboo, and other motifs A timeless Chinese book for kids and parents to
treasure together, All About China offers not only the essential facts about this unique
country but also conveys the innovative spirit that makes it one-of-a-kind. **Winner of
Creative Child Magazine 2015 Preferred Choice Award** **Winner of the Independent
Publisher Book Award Silver Medal** **Winner of Moonbeam Children's Book Awards
2015 Silver Medal**
This collection gathers together nearly 330 tangrams, the best creations of both
Chinese and Occidental puzzle devisers. Puzzles range from the relatively easy to the
difficult.
A winter illness left Lotus, a little girl, without a voice and without friends. A hunter's
bullet left Feather, a crane, injured and unable to fly. As Lotus nurses Feather back to
health, their bond grows. Soon Feather is following Lotus everywhere, even to school!
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The bird dances to the girl's reed whistle, much to the delight of the other children. One
day, when the village floods, Feather helps raise the alarm as Lotus and her
grandfather urge their neighbors to get to high ground. Feather is a true friend to Lotus,
but the time comes when Lotus must be a true friend to him--by encouraging him to
migrate with the rest of the cranes. The next spring, Feather miraculously returns, and
that's not all . . . he has brought new life to the nearby lake. Inspired by the true story of
a crane that rescued a Chinese village, and graced with sensitive watercolor
illustrations, this lovely book about respecting nature offers deep emotion and delightful
surprises.
Students explore geometric concepts using photocopiable tangram activity pages.
Tangrams are ancient Chinese, ingenious puzzles. They are deceptively simple in
design, yet can stump even the most seasoned of puzzlers. Then, the light clicks on
and the answer suddenly seems so obvious. It's amazing that so many puzzles can be
solved with the exact same 7 shapes. The Tangram Fury Aviary Book has a series of
original puzzles representing fun images of birds and insects, all done up as tangram
puzzles. These include such things as a penguin, swans, ducks, ostriches, a parrot,
buzzard, crow, raven, a disco dancing bat, and many more. Following a brief
introduction to tangrams, the main portion of the book provides challenging or
whimsical puzzles to solve. The book is arranged to show a silhouetted puzzle, followed
by its solution. This is followed by tidbits and trivia about tangrams and some famous
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people who have tinkered with tangrams over the years. (Can you solve the unsolvable
"Mad Hatter" tangram created by Lewis Carroll?) It also provides some tips and
suggestions for those with a competitive streak. The text sections of the books in this
series are essentially the same, but the heart of the book - the part that includes the
tangram puzzles - remains unique. Most of the puzzles have been designed by the
author, Doug Nufer. Go on! What are you waiting for? Give it a try! You just might get
hooked...
Tangrams are ancient Chinese, ingenious puzzles. They are deceptively simple in
design, yet can stump even the most seasoned of puzzlers. Then, the light clicks on
and the answer suddenly seems so obvious. It's amazing that so many puzzles can be
solved with the exact same 7 shapes.The Tangram Fury Comic Con Book has a series
of original puzzles representing fun images of famous characters one might meet at a
Comic Con, all done up as tangram puzzles.These include several from the Lord of the
Rings books/films, Spiderman, a TMNT, the Karate Kid, Katniss, Harry on a broom, the
Hulk, Thor's hammer, Napoleon, and several others.Following a brief introduction to
tangrams, the main portion of the book provides challenging or whimsical puzzles to
solve. The book is arranged to show a silhouetted puzzle, followed by its solution.This
is followed by tidbits and trivia about tangrams and some famous people who have
tinkered with tangrams over the years. (Can you solve the unsolvable "Mad Hatter"
tangram created by Lewis Carroll?) It also provides some tips and suggestions for
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those with a competitive streak. The text sections of the books in this series are
essentially the same, but the heart of the book - the part that includes the tangram
puzzles - remains unique. Most of the puzzles have been designed by the author, Doug
Nufer.Go on! What are you waiting for? Give it a try! You just might get hooked...
Targeted for elementary teachers, drama teachers, and teaching artists, Tangram Tales
contains adapted tales from around the world appropriate for grades 2 through 6.
Folktales are illustrated with tangrams. Teachers can tell these stories in the classroom
as part of a math unit or have the students perform the stories. A reproducible tangram
pattern is provided. In the author's tangram story theater process, students use
tangrams to illustrate adapted world folktales. Using the provided scripts, students
perform stories using tangrams. Students are given roles as storytellers, tangram
artists, and chorus members. The class' story is then presented in grade-level story
presentations. Grades 2-6.
The challenge of the tangram, the original "Chinese puzzle," lies in your ability to
arrange seven geometrical pieces — a square, a rhomboid, and five triangles — into a
variety of different shapes. Collected by Sam Loyd, America's great puzzle expert,
these 700 endlessly absorbing tangrams offer hours of mind-expanding amusement.
Sam Loyd's The Book of Tangrams is also a tribute to this tricky and intriguing puzzle.
In a famous and delightful spoof of the tangram's history, Loyd includes running
commentary on the popular puzzle's origins in ancient China, its religious significance,
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and its relation to the Pythagorean theorem. But don't let the amusing dialogue fool
you! The puzzles are genuine challenges. If you've ever tried your hand at tangrams
before, you're probably already addicted to their limitless possibilities. If you haven't,
this classic puzzle potpourri will have you hooked in no time! Solutions are included.
Presented in a box with tray for holding the seven puzzle pieces, this book contains
1600 possible silhouettes, their solutions and general tips on how to solve a tangram.
The original "Chinese puzzle," the challenge of the tangram lies in your ability to
arrange seven geometrical pieces—a square, a rhomboid, and five triangles—into a
variety of different shapes. Collected by America's great puzzle expert, here are 700
endlessly absorbing tangrams offering hours of mind-expanding amusement. Sam
Loyd's Book of Tangrams is also a tribute to this tricky but intriguing puzzle. In a
famous and delightful spoof of the tangram's history, Loyd includes running
commentary on the popular puzzle's origins in ancient China, its religious significance,
and its relation to the Pythagorean theorem. But don't let the amusing dialogue fool
you! The puzzles are genuine challenges. If you've ever tried your hand at tangrams
before, you're probably already addicted to their limitless possibilities. If you haven't,
this classic puzzle potpourri will have you hooked in no time! Solutions are included.
Tangrams are ancient Chinese, ingenious puzzles. They are deceptively simple in
design, yet can stump even the most seasoned of puzzlers. Then, the light clicks on
and the answer suddenly seems so obvious. It's amazing that so many puzzles can be
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solved with the exact same 7 shapes. The State of Utah earned the nickname of "the
crossroads of the West" because so many people journeyed through it on their way to
California, Oregon, or elsewhere. It's dry climate and high Rocky Mountains helps it
produce powdery snow that's ideal for skiing and giving rise to the claim of "the greatest
snow on earth!" Utah was settled by pioneers and is home to a host of interesting sites
and activities. With over 11,000 miles of rivers and streams, plenty of trails through
mountains and valleys, and awe-inspiring sandstone cliffs, arches, hoodoo, and slot
canyons, there is plenty to see and do. This book pays tribute to many of these with
original designs that will surely both puzzle and delight. Following a brief introduction to
tangrams, the main portion of the book provides challenging or whimsical puzzles to
solve. The book is arranged to show a silhouetted puzzle, followed by its solution. This
is followed by tidbits and trivia about tangrams and some famous people who have
tinkered with tangrams over the years. It also provides some tips and suggestions for
those with a competitive streak. The text sections of the books in this series are
essentially the same, but the heart of the book - the part that includes the tangram
puzzles - remains unique. Most of the puzzles have been designed by the author, Doug
Nufer. This book series was featured on the NewsWatch TV program on Discovery
Channel: http://newswatchtv.com/2015/12/18/tangram-fury Go on! What are you waiting
for? Give it a try! You just might get hooked...
TangramThe Ancient Chinese PuzzleStewart Tabori & Chang
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